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Abstract 
Waing tunable far-infrared radiation, we have measured pm~nrc broadening COG& 

cientr and pramm-induced linerhifta for M V U ~  rotationd tramitionr of BC1. Reaulta 
arc presented here for the 83.39 cm-' & line of HSsCI, broadened and rhifted by Na and 
0 2 .  

INTRODUCTION 

Far-infrared eminsion spectroscopy of the atmoepheric limb from balloon platfonm haa 
proved to be a very useful means for measuring photochemically important trace gams, in- 
cluding HCI, in the rtratosphere (1,2). For the analysis of the spectra obtained in the strato- 
qhere, it in neceaary to have accurate values of the molecular parameters for the molecules 
under coxmideration. Many molecules., including HCl, have epectral linea that are saturated 
in stratospheric spectra, LIO that the pramre broadening coefficients are M important as the 
line intennitiea in determining concentration profilea. Several recent ntudiea have ban made 
of colliiional broadening of HCl by nitrogen and oxygen in t h  infrared fundamental band 
(3,4,5), but no previoua broadening studim exbt for the pure rotational tranaitiom. We report 
our preliminary reaulb for the room temperature broadening coefficienb and nhifto far one of 
the rotational transitiom of HCl that in wful in stratoepheric concentration derivatiom. 

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS 

The Z\IFIR method for producing far-infrared radiation of high spectral purity wan first 
d d b e d  by Eve- et al. (6) ( E $  Fig. 1 in Nolt et al., thia conference). Derivative F t r a  
were obtained wing a 2.5 x 50 cm pyrex abtmption cell with high-dennity polyethylene 
windom. P r ~ u r s r  were meaaured to better than 1% with a precision capacitance manometer. 
The multo preaented here are for ambient temperature measuremento. The cell hm since 
been fitted with precision thermistom for future studies of the temperature dependence of 
line parameters. Examples. of spectra are shown in Figure 1. 

The technique uaed for theae meawemenu haa the advantage of being able to fully resolve 
the npectral linea for far-infrared tranaitiona. Thb is of particular importance for rtudiea of 
moleculsr where the preciee concentration of a b r b e r  in difficult to determine and to maintain 
comtant (such M HCl and OH), since the determination of linewidth and lineshift paruneters 
b h o o t  fully independent of abmrber amount M long M the mystem is dilute in a b r b e r .  
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The spectra are inkractively fitted using an iterative lesst-sqaarea program (SPECFIT) 
baaed upon the algorithm of Marquardt (7). Derivative spectra are calculated using a com- 
plete radiative tranefer model, including the effecb of line saturation, by subtraction of two 
warate spectra spaced apart by the effective modulation width. 

Voigt line profiles are calculated using fixed Doppler widths, with lime intensitied calculated 
from the dipole moment and quadrupole otructure of HCl. The Lorentx width, the line 
position, and the absorber amount are varied in the fitting procedure. For the HCI Rs 
h e ,  there are two major quadrupole components within the Doppler envelope. The relative 
position and the Lorentz width of these two componenb were locked together, and the spectra 
fitted to determine the average Lorentz width and lineshift for each spectrum. Baseline 
offsct, tilt, and quadrature are also varied in the least-squares procedure. Minor quadrupole 
amponento were not included in the fitting. 

A totd of 11 spectra were included in the final data mt for Ns broadening of the HCl line, 
with Nz preasurea up to 6 torr. For 0 2  broadening, 6 spectra were included in the data e t ,  
with 0 2  preasurea up to 8 torr. The values preeented here include mbstantially larger error 
limita than should be present in the final renults. The values for the preasure broadening 
coefficienb, QL, and pressure shift d c i e n b ,  e, are: 

Broadening gaa at(cm-l atm-l) f l  (cm-l atm-') 

Nz O.asS(7) 3.0(0.6) x 
0, 0.033 (3) 2.0(0.4) x 
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Figure 1. Thin figure shows the absorption derivative rignals and transmianion curvea 
(obtained by numerical integration of the derivative curves) of the HCl & line for (a) the 
unbroadened Doppler case and (b,c) the same transition MI broadened by q g e n  and nitrogen 
at pramma roughly equivalent to the stratapheric pressure at an altitnde of 32 km. For 
(a) the antral absorption of the line in 7%. Note the quadrupole structure of the transition, 
evident as two small satellite linea in (a). 


